Fontaine Pajot Maldives 32
Catamaran For Sale
Fontaine Pajot Maldives 32 cruising catamaran for sale. 1993 version of this popular
cruising catamaran, available in Negros Oriental. The yacht was originally purchased and
registered in Japan by the current owner and sailed to the Philippines some ten years ago.
The yacht has not been sailed much recently because the owner lost a leg (motorcycle
accident) and is less mobile than he used to be.

Featuring:
Four berths ‐ two doubles aft, two singles forward (mostly used for storage of bulky items).
Generous saloon with headroom extension in galley area, to allow for taller people to
effortlessly prepare culinary masterpieces. Twin, inboard, Yanmar, 2‐cylinder marine
diesels, each with 30‐Litre fuel tanks, driving twin‐blade MaxProp feathering propellers
through Yanmar saildrives. Steering position is starboard side. On deck all windows and the
trampoline have separate covers to protect them from the bird droppings – a constant
cleaning challenge for a yacht in this anchorage. Lofrans electric windlass for effortless
anchor retrieval; Profurl jib furler for reliable furling and reefing. Stainless steel gantry over
the transom for solar panels. Wooden platform between hulls aft, to provide stowage of
dinghy while underway and for recreation when anchored. Hydraulic steering, Plastimo AS‐
100 autopilot, Marine VHF, depth sounder all apparently working when viewed. The yacht
was last registered in Japan but the registration is believed to have expired.
Not working when viewed was the wind direction instrument – masthead sender unit is
believed faulty. Observation of port bow shows a repair at deck level, reportedly resulting
from hitting an above‐water obstruction some years ago. The repair was undertaken by a
professional ship repairer and looks sound but not beautiful.
On the to‐do list are: new freshwater tank required (original bladder tank is perished);
mainsail is in need of repair or replacement (a few holes believed due to bird nesting);
antifoul required before entertaining a long voyage.

